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New Yakima Shoe Store Owners Put More Pep In Your Step
Orthopedic Surgeon
And His Wife Opened
Foot Moxy Last Summer
By Molly Allen
There are several options for
quality, comfortable shoes in the
Yakima Valley, but now there’s one
that is recommended by a boardcertified orthopedic surgeon.
Foot Moxy, previously Roxy’s
Shoes, changed hands last July,
and so far, owners Shyler and Britt
DeMill are finding that they have
been able to offer more to both the
longtime shoppers, as well as new
customers.
“This has been a vision of ours
for a long time,” Dr. Shyler DeMill
said. “We’re excited to have it
come to fruition and offer more
to the existing customer base of
Roxy’s.”
DeMill is a foot and ankle
specialist at Orthopedics
Northwest, and after years of
patients asking where they could
purchase good shoes locally, he felt
it was time to bring his vision to
life.
DeMill completed his five-year
residency in orthopedic surgery
at Doctor’s Hospital and Grant
Medical Center in Columbus, Ohio,
and then completed a foot and
ankle fellowship, where he was
introduced to a similar model.
During his fellowship, the
Orthopedic Foot & Ankle Center
operated its own shoe store,
working to provide a more
comprehensive approach for its
patients.
Since he moved to Yakima
in 2013 to join Orthopedics
Northwest, DeMill always had that
same vision for comprehensive care
in the back of his mind.
It wasn’t until DeMill began
dropping off his business cards
and introducing himself to owners
of Yakima’s local shoe stores
that he learned Roxy Jolley was
considering selling the shoe
business that had been in her family
since the 1970s.
“It happened kind of
serendipitously,” DeMill said. “It
ended up being the right time and
the right fit for both of us.”
Foot Moxy, located at 2610
W. Nob Hill Blvd., now offers
customers true physician-

Britt DeMill,
left, and Dr.
Shyler DeMill
look at a
shoe on display in their
shop, Foot
Moxy. The
DeMills took
over the former Roxy’s
Shoes store
last summer.

recommended footwear, with
brands such as Salomon, Gravity
Defyer, SAS and New Balance
that weren’t all readily available in
town.
Selections in the store are meant
to offer quality, comfortable shoes
for customers with a variety of
needs, and the DeMills handpick
every selection in their store.
“We’re choosing products that
fit well, feel good, and shoes that
may prevent problems later on,”
Shyler DeMill said. “It’s not just
about catering to customers with
established foot problems; it can
also be a source for everyone
looking for a good shoe choice.”
With a broad base of customers
in mind, style is only one of the
considerations Britt DeMill brings
into account when selecting
inventory. The couple does all of
their ordering together.
“You don’t have to sacrifice
comfort for style or vice versa,” she
said. “We’re carrying items that are
stylish and that feel good.”
Dr. DeMill has experience as
a partner at a medical practice,
although running a small business
has been a new adventure for
the family. Everybody has been
involved.
With six children ranging in ages
from 2-16, there is no shortage of
enthusiastic help for the new shop,
even if it’s just to help vacuum the
sales floor.
In addition, the DeMills retained

the Roxy’s Shoes team members
and they conduct frequent trainings
to ensure the staff always has
the latest information to assist
customers in making the best shoe
choices for their individual needs.
The ownership transition has
placed the longtime shoe store in
a unique position by offering only
physician-approved products, and
the DeMills are looking forward to
adding more to their inventory.
“We’re hoping to bring in a
wider selection catering to men, as
well as more selections for active
shoes,” Britt DeMill said. “We’re
excited to offer more and broaden

our customer demographic.”
In addition, the DeMills will
be launching a program for foot
analysis and personalized insoles at
the end of February.
And now, Dr. DeMill has another
trusted source on his list of where
his patients can find a good pair of
shoes.
“It’s been really fun and the
future is bright. We have a lot of
ideas moving forward,” he said.
“Ultimately, we’ve created a place
where people can get what they
need.”
For more information about Foot
Moxy, visit www.footmoxy.com.

